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Commissioning Scorecard Action Plan 
KPI No. KPI Description Action Status Completed

In the retrieval team chart have separate targets for AB and CT. Cara provided targets for AB and CT separately.  Updated chart 
with these. 

08/02/2013

Exclude bowels from data. Cara provided data excluding bowels. 08/02/2013
Update 'Basis' and 'Target' text. Updated 08/02/2013
Report to be sent to someone for review? Not sure who this should be sent to, if anyone?
Targets to be for AB only. Cara provided targets for AB separately.  Updated chart with 

these. 
08/02/2013

Exclude bowels from data. Cara provided data excluding bowels. 08/02/2013
Update 'Basis' and 'Target' text. Updated 08/02/2013
Report to be sent to someone for review? Not sure who this should be sent to, if anyone?
Include numbers in retrieval team chart. Included numbers where stand-down time target not met. 08/02/2013
Definition of stand-down time target amended to include if 2/3 hour 
target not met but the systolic BP dropped below 50mmHg then target 
met.

Cara updated data and back dated all data to include this criteria. 08/02/2013

Update 'Basis' text to include change to target criteria. Updated 08/02/2013
14 Quality of eyes retrieved Define KPI, data not available until April 2013 but discuss how it will be provided.SS & AP met with ZS to define KPI.  Agreed format of KPI.  SS 

to discuss data provision with MJ.  SS hopes to have a mock 
KPI report with dummy data ready for Commissioning Team 
Meeting in March.

13 Living donors Remove lines for 2007/08 and 2008/09 from breakdown chart. Updated 08/02/2013
12 Muster and Travel Time SS to update data. SS has requested help from EB as to how she previously 

produced the reports.  Once SS has this information she will 
update the data and include in the Scorecard.

11 No eyes retrieved Define KPI and agree data provision. SS & AP met with ZS to define KPI.  Agreed format of KPI.  SS 
to discuss data provision with MJ.  SS hopes to have a draft KPI 
report ready for Commissioning Team Meeting in March.

10 Eye banks - discard rates Define KPI and agree data provision. SS & AP met with ZS to define KPI.  Agreed format of KPI.  SS 
to discuss data provision with MJ.  

Update text/titles to form return and processing. Updated 08/02/2013
Include numbers in retrieval team chart. Included numbers where forms outstanding. 08/02/2013

7 Efficiency measure Define KPI and agree data provision.  Discuss with Belinda. SS to contact BW
1 Meet budgets Define KPI and agree data provision.  Discuss with Belinda. SS to contact BW

DCD stand–down time 15

8 Forms returned and processed

17 DBD organs ret’d and tx’d 

16 DCD organs ret’d and tx’d 


